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Cyber SecuriW

A cyber attack occurs if a threat successfully breaches security controls.
Evidence shows that cyber attacks are growing in sophistication, frequency and
gravity. Qur ever-growing reliance upon lnternet places our organizations and
individual users at the risk. In most of the ryber-attacks, the cyber threat actors
use spear-phishing emails to deliver the malware on to the victims' computers.
Thus we need to understand the tactics of the cyber threat actors and urgently
secure the internet connected systems (computers tablets

organization as well as the user end

/ smartphones) broth at

to prevent any breach. Govt. of India

is

circulating such cyber security guidelines to aware the users and to prevent the
cyber frauds.
Some of the very common tactics, techniques and procedures adopted b.y cyber'
threat actors to compromise the computers are as follows:

Soear ohishino mail
Email from known contacts or sources (either by compromised accounts or
through spoofed IDs) are sent to specific users on subject relevant to the
recipient. These emails usually contain malicious links or attachments. Once the

recipient opens the ltnk or attaehmenL Crimson RAT (Remote Access Trojan)
malware embedded in MS Office documents install and steal information from the
victim computers. Currently, these actors are using Covid-19 themed spearphishing emails to deliver the malware on to the victims' computers.

Evadlna the traffic analvsis
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Backdoor' which is delivered via
a weaponised document from spear phishing
email' is being used to steal sensitive
information from the victim,s
computer. To
communicate with the Command &
eonUof Server, tie malware would
infiltrate data
(using standard windows component
"Background Intelligent rransfer services_
BITS) utilizing small network bandwidth
to avoid detection from traffic bandwidth
analysis.

cyber threat actors are exploiting the prevailing
vulnerabilities in the
websites

of organizations to steal data, which are
meant onfy for authorized and
authenticat-ed users' Further, sueh vulnerable
websites are used for lateral entry

for identifying sensitive systems and to
carry out cyber_attacks.

Dubious Apps developed by malicious
actors on the theme of covlD-lg are
being sent to targeted users through whatsApp
and other social Media links.

DDoS attack

In order to disrupt the essential public seruices
and utility services, attackers
are employing Distributed Deniaf of service
{DDos) attack wherein, a multitude of
compromised systenrs (bots) attack a single
target, thereby causing denial of
service for users of the targeted system. Attackers
are

also using the compromised
systems of organization to carryout DDos
attack on other entities.

To mitigate the cyber security threats it is
essential to ensure that adequate
protections on the ICT systems are put
in place at the organizational
level.

a' Implement Apptication whitelisting to ensure
onfy approved application can

executed on user machines. This will be
abfe to prevent attackers from running
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sophisticated cyber threat actors and cyber fraud attacks can be prevented (or
made difficult) with this solution.

b.

Enforce MultinFactor Authentication (MFA) to prevent phishing attacks that
steal email credentials. In case MS Office 365 is being used, MFA should be
enabled. MFA should also be enabled for windsws logins, which would be effective
against brute forqe attacks particularly using Remote Desk protocol (RDp)

c. Enable

networlK segregation (partitioning of a network

to keep critical parts of

the infrastructure away from the internet and from less secure internal networks)
to contain maliciqus activity and prevent successful prspagatron of the malware,
This can prevent direct attacks on system that should not be internet facing.
Effective monitoring of log-ins and auditing of sensitive data can be put in place
to ensure that the data is tracked.

d. Ensure Patch Management (software running on the network is patched and
up-to-date) is dQne on regular basis especially on seryers where unpatched
remote desktop Software if present could lead to cyber-attacks. Else remove
unused Qr unpatched sofuvare from computers, particularly remote desktop
software. close FQrts that need not be connected to the internet.

e. Enforce passwqrd policy in the banklpranch to ensure that a minimum strength
of password is complied with across the network. This would help in preventing
brute force attacl$ and from attackers taking advantage of default passwords,

f. Remedial measqres in case the system is compromised :

t. Dlsconnect the infect computers

from tAry Internet immediately.
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desktop softwarey if any.

3.

Change passWords

of all emails and online serviees from anot-her

secure

computer.

4. Hard disks of the infected computers may be formatted after taking backup of
data files.

F. operating syskms and aBplicat_ions should be re_installed from elean software.
6. Backup data sllrould be scanned for virus before restoring it.

7. To ensure that only approved application can be executed on user machines.
This will be able to prevent attackers from running malware and executing
malieious eode on a system. Ransomware aEtacK by sophisticated cyber threat
actors and cyben fraud attacks can be prevented (or made difficult) with this
solution.

Therefore eveu $taff of the bank should be aware sf the said guidelines, so that
cybegttacks may be avoided and bank data/working be secured.
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